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Chapter 2616

Under Mark’s stormy offensive, the King of Yintian, Burning Heaven, who was still
majestic before, was beaten back and forth.

Only parry, nothing to fight back.

It was completely crushed and beaten by Mark!

In the end, Mark fell again with a heavy punch.

This time, Burning Heaven’s defense line completely collapsed.

The surging fist strength directly flew the crazy knife in Fen Tian’s hand with an
unstoppable force.

In the end, the remaining power remained unabated, and he smashed his face severely.

Hum~

At the moment of being hit by Mark’s fist, Fen Tian only felt a buzzing in his head, like a
concussion, and the whole person was immediately stunned.

Nasal bones were cracked and blood flowed across.

The body of hundreds of catties, like a waste dog, flew directly.

Entrapped by Mark’s fist, he smashed into countless mountains, rocks and plants along
the way, and finally fell to the ground fiercely.

“Hiss~”

The world is already quiet at this time.

Dead silence!

Here in the world, only the sound of everyone gasping air-conditioning, kept ringing.

Mark’s last punch not only struck Fen Tian’s face, but also struck everyone here.



Mike Jones had been dumbfounded, and was there, speechless for a long time.

Lei Luo opened his mouth even more, like a goose, panting for breath, but he couldn’t
say a word.

Even the little girl, Gaian Anqi, who was hiding in the distance, opened her mouth wide
in surprise.

There are more than a few of them, everyone is stunned at this moment.

Everyone stared at them, like a monster, watching the young man in front of him who
showed great power and slaughtered him.

What is Niubi?

This is so awesome!

Before that, who could have imagined that a little-known young man would swept the
Quartet with invincibility, and would directly abuse the Yintian King Burning, who was on
the list that day, the still-famous King Burning.

too strong!

It’s too fierce!

Mark’s stormy offensive just now not only knocked the Yintian King Burning the sky, but
even the crowd onlookers were shocked.

They had never seen such a hearty battle in their entire lives.

It turns out that this is the battle of the pinnacle powerhouse?

“You dare to hurt me?”

“You nameless junior, humble person, how dare you hurt me?”

“Damn, you deserve to die!”

However, when everyone trembled, Fen Tian,   who was fisted by Mark just now, had
already stood up.

He wiped the blood off his face, and at the same time glared viciously forward.

In the eyebrows, there is a strong anger and killing intent.

“How many years have it been.”



“Since this king stepped into the titled master and achieved the top ranking, he has
never suffered such a big humiliation as he is today.”

“well!”

“Junior Yanxia,   you are doing very well.”

“You have successfully evoked my murderous intent against you.”

“Originally, I saw that your cultivation is not easy, and I wanted to let you go.”

“But now, I have changed my mind.”

“Today, if I, King Yintian, Fentian, I will not kill you if I don’t kill you!”

Fen Tian had a magnificent face, he looked at Mark while roaring in a low voice.

And with every word Fen Tian said, his aura became stronger by a few points.

The power of heaven and earth here, as if being summoned, all gathered frantically
towards his body.

Until, the majesty of Fen Tian’s whole body condensed to the extreme.

Amidst the momentum of soaring to the sky, burning the sky and standing on the sky.

He opened his arms and shouted at the sky.

“The knife is coming!”

Whoosh~

Chapter 2617

A few words, but like a thunderstorm.

At the moment when these words fell, the long knife that was originally knocked down by
Mark appeared to be alive, soaring into the sky, cutting through the long howl, and finally
flew into Fen Tian’s hands in an instant.

Huh~

The wind is howling and the leaves are flying.

Under the Tianhe, Fen Tian held a seven-foot long knife in his hand and stood forever.



The sound of mixing, like a drum and a bell in the evening, can’t help echoing on this
isolated island.

“I burned the sky to practice martial arts at the age of three and worshipped at the sect
of the heavenly master at the age of seven.”

“I followed the old ghost for decades, respecting him as a teacher, and treating him as a
father.”

“Just begging, one day, he can pass the Heavenly Master Dao’s Supreme Thunder Law
to me.”

“But until he died, he didn’t make me wish.”

“However, the heavens live up to me!”

“After his death, I searched for the secrets inside the door and finally pieced together the
Heavenly Master Lei Fa from the clues.”

“After that, I devoted myself to practicing for 30 years, and at the end of the thunder
method, I stepped into the title realm in one fell swoop.”

“Today, this king will lead the thunder again, inherit the power of the world, and kill you.”

Boom~

The squally wind rolled, and the fallen leaves were flying.

The roar of Burning Heaven resounded everywhere.

At the moment when Fen Tian’s words fell, his brows and eyes were instantly cold.

The next moment, he held a thunder knife and pointed directly at the sky!

Stabbed~

Suddenly, the wind rose.

In the Thunder of Nine Heavens, there was thunder surging, and the situation changed.

In the depths of the Tianhe, you can faintly hear the rolling thunder converging and
sublimating.

“This this..”

“This is Thunder?”



“Oh my God!”

“Could it be that King Yintian… can really attract thunder?”

“Is he really a god who protects India?”

Seeing this drastic change, everyone below was already scared to pee.

You know, Thunder is the power of heaven and earth.

Since ancient times, there have been many folks who have mastered the power of
Thunder.

But without exception, they are all ethereal gods.

Only immortals can arouse the power of this world.

But now, the scene of the person who has always existed in the myths and legends is
actually staged in front of everyone.

Even these well-informed martial artists can’t help but find it incredible.

I feel that Burning Heaven is already out of the realm of mortals.

Many people were frightened, their faces pale. Even some religious people have already
bowed down to the gods sincerely.

Only the people of Truman remained calm at least.

“This is Lei Fa~”

“It’s the thunder method of the heavenly master!”

“I thought that after the Celestial Master Dao was destroyed, the Celestial Master Lei Fa
would have been cut off.”

“Unexpectedly, the Yintian King Fentian also mastered it.”

Mike Jones said in a low voice with serious eyes.

The power of heaven and earth is actually the power of the five elements.

Most martial artists are nothing more than strengthening their bodies and developing
their physical potential.

However, when the martial arts stepped into the master, the potential in the body has
been developed to the extreme.



At this time, if you want to improve your cultivation, you must rely on the power of
heaven and earth.

Like after rhyme, it absorbs the power of ice and cold.

But the people in the Heavenly Master Dao are absorbing the power of thunder.

If you use some secret techniques again, it will naturally attract thunder.

Of course, to say thunder is nothing more than another manifestation of the power of
heaven and earth.

If you understand the principle, it will not be so mysterious.

This is why, Mike Jones is not as panicked as those around him.

Booming~

Above the Tianhe, thunderclouds rolled.

Between the isolated islands, the cold wind is surging.

Holding a long knife, Fen Tian stood proudly in the sky, like a god of judgment, looking
down on sentient beings.

“Mark, you forced me to do all this.”
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